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Abstract

A new charge-transfer(CT) salt of the ET-based mixed-donor, [ET/MET/MT](ReO4), has been prepared by the electrocrystallization.
This salt has been revealed to be a 1:1 salt by x-ray structure analysis and micro-Raman spectroscopy.  EPR measurement gives g = 2.007
and _Hpp = 9.18G at 300K. It shows a semiconducting behavior with Eg = 92-110 meV depending on the samples.
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1. Introduction

Since the report on the synthesis of ET (bis(ethylene-
dithio)tetrathiafulvalene)[1], a large number of ET-based
charge-transfer(CT) salts have been investigated with the
aim of high-Tc organic superconductor. Almost all of these
efforts have been focused on the single-donor system such
as (ET)y·X where X is an appropriate anion.
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Recently, we tried to prepare mixed-donor CT salts by
using the known donor molecules and reported on the
synthesis and properties of (ET)(MT)2(BF4)(THF) (MT:
bis(methylenedithio)tetrathiafulvalene), which could be
recorded as the first ET-based CT salt of double-donor
system.  Here, we describe another ET-based mixed-donor
CT salt, [ET/MET/MT](ReO4) (MET: 4,5-methylenedithio-
4’,5’-ethylenedithiotetrathiafulvalene).
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2. Experimental

The donor mixture in the statistical ratio 1ET:2MET:
1MT was prepared by refluxing equal amounts EDT-DTO
and MDT-DTO in freshly distilled P(OEt)3.[2]  The
electrochemical crystal growth of the CT salt was carried
out in a typical H-type cell using the above mixed-donor
and an excess amount of (n-Bu4N)(ReO4) in THF, applying
1.2 µA for 5 days.  The single crystals of needle shape were
harvested from the Pt electrode. Only one crystal
morphology was observed.

3. Results and Discussion

The crystal structure analysis was performed on a
Siemens SMART CCD area detector-equipped diffracto-
meter at room temperature. The analysis shows that
[ET/MET/MT](ReO4) crystallizes as an 1:1 salt in a
monoclinic system with space group C2/m, a = 14.1732(7),
b = 10.2880(6), c = 5.7760(3) Å, β = 103.983(2)°, V =
817.26 Å3, Z = 4 and R1 = 0.0835[I>4σ(I)].

In the space group C2/m, which was also reported for
the isomorphous pure MET compound (MET)ClO4 [3],
both the donor molecules and the anion reside on a special
position of symmetry 2/m. They are therefore required to be
crystallographically disordered.  In the case of the donor
molecule site, the ethylene and methylene end groups were
found to be present with equal populations distributed over
both ends of the molecule.  The ethylene group exhibits
additional conformational disorder in its twist with respect
to the molecular plane, see Figure 1.



Fig.1 Molecular structure of the mixed-donor in the
complex

We explored the possibility of the non-centrosymmetric
space groups C2 and Cm, where some of the disorder could
be lifted.  A model in Cm (twinned) that contains only MET
with all like end groups pointing in the same direction (but
still two-fold disorder in the ReO4

– anion) gave slightly
better agreement factors, but we chose the higher symmetry
space group for the smaller number of refined variables and
because we know that the symmetric donor molecules were
present in the crystallization mixture and there is no
evidence that they crystallized as separate phases.  In the
earlier study [3], the Argonne group found no evidence of
the 1:1 ReO4

– salt when working with the purified MET
donor, but instead they obtained a 3:2 salt.

The crystal packing of the title compound is shown in
Figure 2.  It contains uniform slipped cation radical stacks
parallel to the c-axis, surrounded by four anion rows.  There
is one short outer–outer S...S contact (3.418 Å) between
stacks, but the more significant intermolecular contacts are
of the S...O type (as short as 2.88 Å) between donor
molecules and anions

Fig.2 Molecular packing of the complex viewing along c-
axis.

In the micro-Raman spectrum, two characteristic peaks
are observed at 1455 cm-1( 2 Ag) and 1420 cm-1( 3 A g) for
the CT salt and compared with those for a neutral
ET/MET/MT donor mixture (1551 and 1500 cm-1,
respectively). These two modes are associated with the
symmetric C=C stretching vibrations and linearly correlated
with the ionicity of donors in CT salt.[4] Using the
relationship derived from ET salts, the ionicity of the
mixed-donor salt is 0.98 in agreement with the 1:1 salt as

disclosed in the X-ray structure analysis. The _9 Ag mode
associated with C-S bond stretching vibration is also
observed at 505 cm-1 (488/494 cm-1 for the neutral mixed-
donor).

The preliminary EPR measurement for a single crystal
CT salt shows a fine signal with g=2.007 and ∆Hpp=9.18 G
at 300K. It indicates the presence of a radical cation in the
complex and the line width is similar to that of β’-(ET)2X
[5].

The temperature-dependent electrical conductivity of
[ET/MET/MT](ReO4) exhibits the expected semiconducting
behavior with an energy gap (Eg) of 92-110 meV depending
on the sample (Fig. 3). The large variation of Eg might be
attributed to the mixing of resistivity tensor elements.

Fig.3 Resistivity of two [ET/MET/MT](ReO4) samples
from the same batch. Sample #1 shows a nice activated
behavior down to ~150 K.
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